
Develop your career in risk with the joint 
FERMA and Lloyd’s programme.

FERMA/Lloyd’s Professional
Development Programme



Edouard Thys
Director of Education at FERMA 
said of last year’s programme:
The programme ended with Lloyd’s 
approach to claims management and 
then the international vision for this 
extraordinary market.  
The Lloyd’s speakers’ combined focus on 
risk management and insurance fulfils the 
educational aims of FERMA. Also, the events 
throughout the programme have proven to 
be excellent networking opportunities.

Sabrina Hartusch
Global Head of Insurance for the 
Swiss multi-national lingerie and 
shape wear company Triumph, 
completed the course last year: 
This programme has vastly broadened  
my knowledge and I know that I’ll be  
able to apply what I have learnt in  
London in the future.
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Benno Reischel
Lloyd’s Head of Europe, who initiated 
the programme said:
Through this cooperation with FERMA, 
Lloyd’s has gained greater insight into the 
needs of risk managers and the challenges 
they face.   
Knowledge transfer is paramount to manage 
risk and optimises the relationship between 
the insured, the broker and the insurer.
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Programme overview:

The programme is a joint initiative between 
FERMA and Lloyd’s that delivers:

·  Insight into emerging risks.

·  A succinct overview of the Lloyd’s market.

·  Lectures on Lloyd’s approach to risk appetite 
and management. 

·  Exposure and performance management workshops.

·  International insurance regulations session.

·  Claims management session with Lloyd’s 
claims experts.

·  Networking opportunities with underwriters, brokers 
and other risk managers.

Who is the Programme for?

The programme takes one year to complete  
and includes three two-day sessions in London 
spread over the year.

European risk managers.

How much commitment is required?

Key dates:

How to apply:

Applications open: 1 September 2013
Applications close:  31 January 2014
Applicants selected:  End of February 2014
Programme begins:  April 2014

Before you apply please check you meet 
the entry criteria: 
 ·  Three to five years risk management 

experience.

·  Member of a FERMA association.

·  Written and spoken business English skills. 

Application checklist:

Visit www.ferma.eu/lloyds-programme 
for more information about what to include 
in your application. 

Please send completed applications and  
any questions to Florence Bindelle at  
enquiries@ferma.eu.



87
syndicates
of specialist underwriting experience and talent

2798
coverholders
offering a local route to Lloyd’s

192
brokers
bringing business from over

200
countries and territories

More information:
For more information please visit:
www.ferma.eu/lloyds-programme
For more information about Lloyd’s visit:  
www.lloyds.com

Figures correct as at  
31 December 2012.

lloyds.com/history

the world’s specialist insurance market


